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ABSTRACT The atomic-scale mechanisms underlying the growth of Ag on the

√ √
( 2 2)R45-Fe3O4(001) surface were studied using scanning tunneling

microscopy and density functional theory based calculations. For coverages up
to 0.5 ML, Ag adatoms populate the surface exclusively; agglomeration into
nanoparticles occurs only with the lifting of the reconstruction at 720 K. Above
0.5 ML, Ag clusters nucleate spontaneously and grow at the expense of the
surrounding material with mild annealing. This unusual behavior results from a
√ √
kinetic barrier associated with the ( 2 2)R45 reconstruction, which prevents
adatoms from transitioning to the thermodynamically favorable 3D phase. The barrier is identiﬁed as the large separation between stable adsorption sites,
which prevents homogeneous cluster nucleation and the instability of the Ag dimer against decay to two adatoms. Since the system is dominated by
√ √
kinetics as long as the ( 2 2)R45 reconstruction exists, the growth is not well described by the traditional growth modes. It can be understood,
however, as the result of supersaturation within an adsorption template system.
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A

dsorption templates are increasingly
utilized to investigate fundamental
processes at surfaces because they
oﬀer a stable, well-deﬁned initial state from
which the evolution of a system can be
studied and the inﬂuence of external stimuli
determined. To date, moiré lattices,13 surface reconstructions,4 and ordered point
defects57 have been found to provide the
necessary combination of nucleation sites
and corrugated surface potential to stabilize
monodisperse metal clusters at elevated
temperatures. Such systems are promising
for studies of heterogeneous catalysis, for
example, since the ability to tune the size
of the clusters is ideal for studies of the size
eﬀect.
The adsorption template provided by the
√ √
( 2 2)R45-Fe3O4(001) surface is unique
in that the reconstruction stabilizes single
Au adatoms to unprecedented temperatures (as high as 673 K).8 As such, this model
system is potentially ideal to probe the
mechanisms underlying single-atom catalysis under reaction conditions.913 However,
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while Au adatoms are stable thermally,
the coverage is limited to 0.17 ML by the
onset of cluster nucleation. In this study, we
turn our attention to the adsorption of Ag
on the Fe3O4(001) surface. This choice was
motivated by our desire to further establish
the universality of the adatom template
for the transition metals, to discover
whether adatom coverages in excess of
0.17 ML could be achieved, and by reports
of highly active subnano Ag clusters in the
literature.14
In addition to studies of catalytic activity,
the adatom template system also oﬀers an
ideal basis for fundamental studies of cluster
nucleation and growth, a long-standing
topic of fundamental research that underpins vital technologies such as microelectronics and heterogeneous catalysis. Volmer
Weber growth (VW, 3D crystallites) dominates in such systems since the surface
energies of metal oxides are often lower
than those of metals,15,16 but Stranski
Krastanov (SK) growth, in which 3D crystallites coexist with a stable wetting layer,
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RESULTS
The STM images presented in Figure 1 provide an
overview of the Fe3O4(001) surface following the deposition of Ag at room temperature. The Fe3O4(001)
substrate is characterized by rows of protrusions running in the Æ110æ directions, which correspond to the
rows of surface Fe atoms in Figure 2a.1821 The Fe row
direction, indicated by the cyan lines in Figure 1a,
rotates by 90 from one terrace to the next as a
consequence of the inverse spinel structure. At the

lowest Ag coverage (Figure 1a,d; 0.33 ML) Ag adatoms
(yellow arrow) are observed at equivalent sites within
the R45 unit cell. Note that 1 ML is deﬁned as one
√ √
adatom per Fe3O4(001)-( 2 2)R45 unit cell (1.42 
1018 atoms/m2). The adatoms are statistically distributed and show no preference for step edges or other
defect sites. No clusters are observed. DFT calculations
reveal that the preferred adsorption site is identical to
that observed previously for Au8 and Pd22 adatoms, i.e.,
2-fold coordinated to surface oxygen atoms, protruding ∼0.2 nm above the surface plane. The Ag adatoms
are strongly bound (1.44 eV) and possess a charge
state of þ1. Figure 2a shows a perspective view of the
optimized structure. Calculations of a Ag dimer ﬁnd
two similarly stable conﬁgurations, ﬂat and upright
(see Figure 2b,c and Table 1). In both conﬁgurations the
bond length to the surface oxygen atom is larger than
for a Ag adatom. In the ﬂat case, both Ag atoms have a
charge state of þ1, as the single adatom. In the upright
case, however, we estimate the atom with no direct
contact with the surface is neutral, while the other
has a charge state of approximately ∼þ0.5. Crucially,
the dimer is less stable than two adsorbed adatoms,
consistent with the lack of features attributable to Ag
dimers in the experimental images at any coverage.
When the Ag adatom coverage is increased to
0.58 ML, clusters are observed with a density of
0.75  1016 m2 (Figure 1b,e). The smallest clusters
have an apparent height of ∼0.2 nm with respect to
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occurs in systems with strong adatomsubstrate interactions. In this paper, we use scanning tunneling
microscopy and density functional theory based calculations to study the atomistic details of Ag growth at
the Fe3O4(001) surface. While the thermodynamic
preference is for 3D crystallites, as shown previously,17
√ √
our results show that the ( 2 2)R45 reconstruction
strongly inﬂuences the growth kinetics and that a
near complete layer of adatoms can be stabilized at
room temperature. This unusual behavior stems from
the large distance between stable adsorption sites and
the relative instability of the Ag dimer, which decays
into two adatoms on formation. Since kinetics dominate over thermodynamics below 720 K, the system is
not well described by the traditional growth modes.
We propose an alternative description in which the
surface is treated as an adsorption template and cluster
nucleation results from supersaturation eﬀects.

Figure 1. STM images of three diﬀerent coverages of Ag/Fe3O4(001) deposited at room temperature. (a, d) 0.33 ML of Ag
(Usample = þ1.3 V, It = 0.3 nA): stable adatoms (one highlighted by the arrow). The Fe rows of the Fe3O4(001) substrate run
along the Æ110æ directions (cyan lines). The red box highlights a surface hydroxyl group, a common defect that occurs via
dissociative adsorption of water in oxygen vacancies.23 (b, e) 0.58 ML of Ag (Usample = þ1.2 V, It = 0.3 nA): high adatom
coverage and a few small clusters. (c, f) 1.45 ML Ag (Usample = þ1.2 V, It = 0.3 nA): full adatom layer, clusters at step edges and
on terraces.
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Figure 2. Structural models of the adsorption geometry of Ag/Fe3O4(001) as determined by DFTþU calculations: (a)
Perspective view of a Ag adatom bound to surface oxygen in an adsorption site between the Fe rows. (b) Perspective view
of an upright Ag dimer bonding to surface oxygen with one Ag atom. (c) Top view of a ﬂat Ag dimer aligned with the Fe rows;
both Ag atoms bind to the surface.
TABLE 1. Calculated DFTþU Binding Energies (in eV) per Atom

(compared to a free Ag atom) and Bond Distances of the Ag
Atoms to the Surface Oxygen (AgO) and to the Second Ag
Atom of the Dimer (AgAg) for the Stable Configurations
of Ag Monomers and Dimers at the Fe3O4(001) Surface
EB/atom

AgO bond length

AgAg bond length

conﬁguration

[eV]

[Å]

[Å]

free Ag dimer
Fe3O4/Ag single atom
Fe3O4/Ag dimer ﬂat
Fe3O4/Ag dimer upright

0.91
1.44
1.21
1.25

2.07
2.40
2.30

2.55
2.72
2.60

the Fe rows irrespective of bias voltage, which suggests
that they may be 2D. While the excellent lattice match
between Ag(001) and Fe3O4(001), diﬀering by just
2.7%,17 would be conducive to epitaxial growth, it is
important to note that STM apparent heights contain
contributions from electronic structure in addition to
topography and, thus, may not reﬂect the true height
of the cluster. At 1.45 ML Ag (Figure 1c,f), the adatom
√ √
density approaches one adatom per ( 2 2)R45
unit cell, and the cluster density increases to 2.7 
1016 m2. The largest clusters observed at this coverage exhibit an apparent height of ∼0.8 nm and are
certainly 3D.
An STM movie comprising 67 sequential frames
acquired following deposition of 0.29 ML Ag is available
as part of the Supporting Information. On average,
three adatoms change site per frame, with the vast
majority of hops occurring between neighboring stable
sites along the Fe row direction. An analysis of the cross
row adatom hopping reveals a strong preference for
the fast scanning direction of the STM ([100] compared
to the crystallographically equivalent [010] direction),
suggesting that this is likely tip induced. Surface
BLIEM ET AL.

hydroxyl groups do not appear to aﬀect the mobility
of the Ag adatoms, in contrast to Pd adatoms, which
are stabilized on Fe3O4(001)22 and TiO2(110).24 During
the acquisition of the movie, the system was exposed
to 108 mbar CO (frame 11 to 48) and 108 mbar CO2
(frame 49 to 67), which had no discernible eﬀect on the
hopping rate. This is in stark contrast to Pd adatoms,
which form highly mobile Pd carbonyl species on CO
exposure.22 Figure 3 shows four sequential STM images
taken from the movie, in which the adatom mobility
is indicated. Hopping atoms are indicated by yellow
arrows, and the local Fe row direction is again indicated
by the cyan lines.
Figure 4 shows STM images acquired following
deposition of 0.51 ML Ag, the lowest coverage for
which Ag clusters were observed (cluster density
∼0.15  1016 m2). At this coverage the adatom
distribution is extremely inhomogeneous; in some
regions it is close to 1 ML, e.g., the area encompassed
by the yellow line, while other areas are almost completely empty. The number of consecutive sites occupied along a particular row can be as high as 14, e.g., in
the area enclosed by the red line. The observed clusters
have apparent heights that vary from ∼0.2 to 0.5 nm
with respect to the Fe rows.
In Figure 5 we plot the results of a thermal stability
study conducted on samples with initial Ag coverages
of 0.2 and 1.45 ML. In the plot, the average density of
adatoms counted in STM images is shown as a function
of annealing temperature. For an initial coverage
of 0.2 ML, the adatom density remains constant up to
670 K, but drops quickly to zero by 820 K. This is a clear
indication that, at least up to 670 K, cluster nucleation is not thermally induced. As the initial coverage
increases, the decrease in adatom coverage shifts to
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Figure 3. STM image sequence (Usample = þ1.2 V, It = 0.4 nA) illustrating the room-temperature mobility of the Ag adatoms.
The cyan lines indicate the Fe row direction; the yellow arrows, the direction of motion of the moving adatom. In this
sequence, only movement along the Fe rows is observed.

Figure 4. STM images (Usample = þ1.2 V, It = 0.3 nA) of
0.51 ML Ag/Fe3O4(001) deposited at room temperature. (a)
High-resolution image showing inhomogeneously distributed adatoms. The region encompassed by the yellow
line has a local Ag coverage close to 1 ML. The purple line
encloses a single row in which 14 consecutive adsorption sites are occupied by Ag adatoms. (b) Large-area scan
showing the presence of a low density of clusters (∼0.15 
1016 m2, examples highlighted by yellow arrows).

Figure 5. Thermal stability of Ag adatoms for diﬀerent
initial coverages (and cluster densities). The error bars are
given by the standard deviation. The solid lines are intended as a guide to the eye only. In the absence of clusters
(0.2 ML), Ag adatoms remain stable up to 670 K, at which
point clusters nucleate and the adatom coverage drops
quickly to zero. At the high initial coverage, the cluster
nuclei are already present on the surface at room
temperature. During annealing they grow through the
capture of the otherwise stable Ag adatoms beginning at
370 K.

520 and 370 K for 0.58 and 1.45 ML, respectively. Thus,
a somewhat paradoxical situation arises whereby
an initially lower adatom coverage leads to a higher
BLIEM ET AL.

Figure 6. Observation of the diﬀerent cluster growth
mechanisms. (a) STM image (Usample = þ1.2 V, It = 0.3 nA,
34  34 nm2, 1.45 ML Ag, ﬂash-annealed at 370 K) illustrating the coexistence of Ag clusters and adatoms. Vacancy
trails (some are shaded in red) lead to the clusters. These
arise when the clusters capture Ag adatoms while diﬀusing
on the surface. (b) STM image (Usample = þ1.45 V, It = 0.3 nA,
67  67 nm2) of 0.58 ML Ag, ﬂash-annealed at 545 K.
Ag adatoms coexist with large Ag clusters immobilized at
step edges. Vacancy trails lead to the clusters in equal
distances on diﬀerent terraces. This is consistent with adatom
diﬀusion taking over as the primary cause of cluster growth.
The cyan lines indicate the local Fe row directions along Æ110æ.

adatom coverage between 520 and 800 K. This suggests
that clusters aﬀect the stability of the adatom layer.
In Figure 6 we show two representative images
acquired following the annealing experiments described above. Figure 6a shows the 1.45 ML Ag/Fe3O4(001) surface annealed at 370 K. At this temperature,
clusters coexist with the adatom array, as was the case
at room temperature, but the clusters are larger and
patches devoid of Ag adatoms exist in their vicinity
(examples are shaded in Figure 6). In what follows, such
areas will be termed “vacancy trails”. The vacancy trails
are aligned with the local Fe row direction, giving
further evidence that the preferential diﬀusion along
the row direction is not merely an eﬀect caused by
STM. In most cases the vacancy trails extend from a
cluster located at a step edge, along the local Fe row
direction, to the middle of a terrace. Following annealing to 545 K (Figure 6b) all clusters reside at either
step edges or antiphase domain boundaries25 in the
√ √
( 2 2)R45 reconstruction. The shape of the clusters in Figure 6b appears elongated to the right
side because the feedback loop of the STM did not
adjust the tipsample distance quickly enough after
surmounting the large Ag clusters. Clusters are again
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DISCUSSION
Combining the experimental data presented
above with the results of the theoretical calculations,
we are able to develop a full picture of growth in
the Ag/Fe3O4(001) system. At low coverage, evaporated Ag atoms arrive with a random distribution and
diﬀuse to occupy 2-fold coordinated sites within the
√ √
( 2 2)R45 reconstruction. The adatoms are stable,
well-separated, and suﬃciently immobile that homogeneous nucleation cannot spontaneously occur
at very low coverage (as would occur in a typical
VolmerWeber growth). Monte Carlo simulations
(see Supporting Information) show that already by
0.03 ML incident Ag atoms begin to arrive at locations
where both neighboring sites along the Fe row direction are already occupied by a Ag adatom. Since no
adatoms are observed in such locations at any coverage, this unfavorable Ag is eﬃciently redistributed
within the adatom array. Our DFTþU calculations
suggest that this redistribution is mediated by a Ag
dimer, which forms readily (1.25 eV per Ag atom), but is
ultimately unstable with respect to two stable adatoms
(1.44 eV/Ag atom). When the dimer decays, one of the
atoms is deposited in the next site along the row. Such
a mechanism can also explain how such high coverages can be achieved. Ag atoms arriving in rows with
many occupied sites will be passed backward and
forward along the row, forming and breaking dimers,
until the decay occurs adjacent to a vacancy. Crucially,
the Ag dimer, like the Ag adatoms, remains bound at
the preferred site and cannot diﬀuse and meet further
Ag adatoms in order to grow. This restricts the number
of simultaneously interacting Ag atoms to two, insuﬃcient to form a stable cluster nucleus.
While dimer decay eﬃciently expands the adatom
phase at low coverage, it is also responsible for the
nucleation of stable clusters above 0.5 ML. At this
coverage, the Ag distribution is highly inhomogeneous, and many consecutively occupied sites can be
BLIEM ET AL.

found in some rows (see Figure 4). If two excess Ag
atoms exist in such a row, they will diﬀuse back and
forth until they reach an empty site or until they occupy
neighboring sites. When dimer decay occurs adjacent
to an existing dimer, the number of Ag atoms that can
simultaneously interact suddenly increases from two
to three, and a cluster nucleates. Note that this does
not mean that the smallest stable clusters contain
three atoms, just that the homogeneous nucleation
process is initiated by this interaction. It is possible,
indeed likely, that further Ag adatoms from the vicinity
are incorporated to form a stable cluster.
So how can we classify the growth of Ag at the
Fe3O4(001) surface? At ﬁrst glance, the coexistence of a
complete adatom monolayer and 3D clusters suggests
a SK growth mode. However, the binding energy of
an adatom to the surface (1.44 eV) is signiﬁcantly less
than inside a Ag cluster (∼2.9 eV), and the surface free
energy of Ag(001) is signiﬁcantly higher than that of
Fe3O4(001).17 Together, these two numbers show that
VW growth should be clearly favored. The annealing
experiments shown in Figure 6 are consistent with a
thermodynamic preference for 3D crystallites, since
the clusters grow at the expense of the adatom phase.
The problem with this assignment, however, is that
the stable adatom coverage is far in excess of what
could be expected for a typical VW system. Only
after annealing to 800 K, when the reconstruction has
been lifted, does the system grow in the VW mode.
√ √
We therefore conclude that the ( 2 2)R45 reconstruction introduces a kinetic barrier that prevents
adatoms from transitioning to the thermodynamically
favored 3D phase.
Kinetically hindered 3D growth has been observed
previously in several systems.2734 For example, a
metastable Ag adatom layer (nearest-neighbor distance 0.38 nm) forms at room temperature on the
Si(001)-(21) surface, despite the thermodynamic
preference for 3D crystallites. Above 1 ML coverage,
Ag clusters nucleate from and grow at the expense of
the adatom phase, as observed here. It was reasoned
that Ag adatoms bind more strongly to the Si substrate
than they do as monomers atop a 2D Ag island and that
additional Ag diﬀuses to the edge of the island where
it joins the adatom phase. Cluster formation was
explained as the result of multiple Ag atoms meeting
in the second layer, with metalmetal bonding parallel
to the surface stabilizing the 3D phase.34 This description cannot be applied to the Ag/Fe3O4(001) system
because the distance between stable sites is too large
(0.84 nm) for the adatom phase to be considered a “ﬁrst
layer”. Additional Ag atoms deposited into the adatom
phase do not encounter a Ag island, rather an array
of isolated adatoms. Consequently, Ag redistribution
occurs within the adatom phase via formation and
decay of Ag dimers and not by diﬀusion over the
adatom phase.
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associated with vacancy trails, which extend equal
distances into the neighboring terraces. This is highlighted for the cluster in the center of Figure 6b, which
sits at the junction between three terraces. From the
areas of these large vacancy trails we can roughly
estimate the number of atoms contained in the clusters. For example, assuming an initial adatom coverage
of 0.58 ML Ag, the shaded region in Figure 6b corresponds to ∼225 Ag adatoms.
√ √
With the lifting of the ( 2 2)R45 reconstruction
at ∼720 K,26 a dramatic change occurs. All small clusters
disappear and are replaced by sparsely distributed
Ag clusters with an apparent height of ∼10 nm (see
Supporting Information). At 720 K, some Ag adatoms
remain on the surface, even in close proximity to the
large clusters, but after annealing to 820 K all Ag
adatoms are incorporated into clusters.
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fascinating to study how the electronic structure of the
adatoms, modiﬁed through their interaction with the
metal-oxide support, aﬀects adsorption properties.
This has been proposed as a critical factor enhancing
the reactivity of subnano species over larger nanoparticles.14,35,36 Finally, since the adatom templating
property is an inherent property of the substrate,
a well-deﬁned model system can be created to study
the reactivity of any metal adatom in any reaction.

METHODS

the WIEN2k38 code. We employ the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) of Perdew et al.39 and treat the correlated
Fe-3d electrons with a Hubbard-U correction (GGAþU) and the
double counting correction in the fully localized limit. Speciﬁcally we employ an eﬀective U value of 3.8 eV for the Fe-3d
states. In the APWþlo method, space is divided into spheres
around the atoms and an interstitial region. We use atomic
sphere radii of 1.86, 1.6, and 2.1 bohr for Fe, O, and Ag,
respectively. The plane-wave cutoﬀ is set to 12 Ry, and the 2D
Brillouin zone is sampled with a 2  2  1 k-mesh. We use a
Fermi broadening of 0.08 eV. The Feoct-terminated Fe3O4(001)
surface is modeled using a symmetric slab with 13 layers and a
2  2 supercell (192 Fe and O atoms). The free surface has been
fully relaxed, while for the adatom systems the four innermost
layers have been frozen.
Conflict of Interest: The authors declare no competing
ﬁnancial interest.

The experiments were performed on a synthetic Fe3O4
single crystal, prepared in an ultra-high-vacuum (UHV) chamber
with a base pressure below 1010 mbar by cycles of sputtering
with Arþ ions (pAr = 8  106 mbar, 1 keV, 1.2 μA, 15 min)
followed by annealing with electron beam heating in O2 at
870 K (pO2 = 107 mbar, 15 min). Higher oxygen pressures were
avoided in order to prevent the creation of bulk Fe vacancies
or R-Fe2O3 inclusions over the long-term.37 For the thermal
stability study, the sample was ﬂash-annealed in UHV for 1 min
at the given temperature, as measured by a K-type thermocouple attached to the sample holder. The uncertainty of
the speciﬁed temperatures is estimated at (50 K. Silver was
deposited onto the as-prepared surface at room temperature
from a Mo crucible in an LN2-cooled electron beam evaporator.
Ag coverages are speciﬁed in√ monolayers
(ML), deﬁned as
√
one adatom per Fe3O4(001)-( 2 2)R45 unit cell (1.42 
1018 atoms/m2). Deposition rates (∼2 ML/min) were calibrated
using a water-cooled quartz crystal microbalance (QCM).
STM measurements were performed in the adjacent analysis
chamber (base pressure 5  1011 mbar) using a customized
Omicron μ-STM operated in constant current mode at room
temperature with an electrochemically etched W tip. The Ag
adatom coverage in each case is determined directly from the
STM images, except for 1.45 ML, where the nominal QCM
coverage is given.
The DFT-based theoretical calculations utilize the augmented
plane wave þ local orbitals (APWþlo) method as embodied in
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In what follows, we develop an alternative description of the system in which cluster nucleation results
from local supersaturation within the adsorption template system. We ﬁrst deﬁne the saturation adatom
coverage as 1 ML, i.e., the maximum amount of Ag that
can be accommodated in stable sites on the adatom
template. Note that this is not related to saturation
adatom coverage in thermodynamic equilibrium,
which is extremely low, but is a property of the system
comparable to the solubility limit. When additional Ag
is deposited onto the saturated template, the system
contains more Ag than the solubility limit and enters
a supersaturated state. It is important to note that
supersaturation occurs locally well below the global
solubility limit of 1 ML at room temperature because
the adatom coverage is inhomogeneous and diﬀusion
is slow. In the supersaturated adatom array, Ag dimers
form and break, but larger nuclei cannot form. It is only
when the degree of supersaturation (the Ag coverage)
is increased that the critical size is exceeded and a
stable nucleus forms.
In addition to studies of diﬀusion and growth, we
anticipate the Fe3O4(001) adsorption template should
ﬁnd signiﬁcant application in studies of heterogeneous
catalysis. Recently, single atoms have been proposed
to catalyze important reactions such as watergasshift and CO oxidation,913 but as yet there is little
direct evidence as to how single atoms perform this
function. The Fe3O4(001) adsorption template is the
only model system where single atoms can be stabilized at reaction temperatures, making it ideal to uncover the atomic-scale details. In particular, it will be

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the experiments described here highlight the power of adsorption templates for the study
of fundamental processes at the atomic scale. The
atomic-scale processes responsible for mass transport,
cluster nucleation, and growth are determined for a
kinetically hindered VW system, and the relative instability of the Ag dimer is revealed as the barrier
preventing Ag adatoms from transitioning to the thermodynamically preferable 3D phase. Similar behavior
can be expected in other systems when the following
conditions are met: (i) only one adatom is stable per
adsorption site; (ii) the adatoms are almost immobile
at the growth temperature; (iii) the dimer is unstable
compared to two isolated adatoms; and (iv) the separation of the nucleation sites is suﬃciently large to prevent
homogeneous cluster formation. In the absence of
atomically resolved STM, this could be detected via
titration of the nucleation sites or by photoemission
spectroscopy; a linear increase of the adatom coverage
(or decrease of nucleation sites) would be followed by
sudden recovery of much of the substrate area.
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Supporting Information Available: The Supporting Information contains an STM movie showing the mobility of Ag
adatoms, a large-scale STM image showing a large Ag cluster
created by annealing to 720 K, additional thermal stability data,
and details about Monte Carlo simulations. This material is
available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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